ITD 212 Finale Mscape Game Project

Name ______________________________ Score ____/100

Team Portion Score _______ Individual Score ______________

Game Title: ______________________________________________

Team Submission Portion

Final Game Team Document 20 points
___ (2 pts) – Printout and file submitted. Document sections in correct order as shown below.
___ (1 pt ) – Game title.
___ (1 pt) – Team role assignments (i.e. project manager, animator, graphic artist, programmer and designer). Put team member name and roles on a separate line.
___ (1 pt ) – Game description section.
___ (2 pts) – Updated Storyboard and flowchart. Scope may have changed since your original storyboard. Storyboard should include graphics, drawings, or screen captures with each storyboard element about 2”x3”. Flowchart should demonstrate game flow with a box for each screen and word(s) in each box.
___ (1 pt ) – Target audience section. Age and/or school grade. Includes game rating.
___ (2 pts) – Educational purpose section. Includes purpose, grade level, SOL and appropriate course.
___ (2 pts) – How to Play section. Includes win and lose conditions. Includes team play or how to expand to include team play.
___ (2 pts) – Components section. Components collected and created. Include a thumbnail and filename of all graphics. Include filename and descriptions of video or animations.
___ (2 pts) – Production plan, time line and schedule.
___ (2 pts) – Team contribution section. Who did what section in detail. A paragraph per person.

Game Mscape Program 50 points
___ (10 pts) – Mscape educational game submitted that utilizes GPS coordinates.
___ (10 pts) – Game works outside as designed. Need to prove on a sunny day.
___ (10 pts) – Game assets submitted and includes text, map, sounds, artwork and animations/videos.
___ (10 pts) – Game utilizes a map that includes the NRV mall.
___ (10 pts) – Mscape and/or Flash Actionscript code printout and/or game programming details and logic.

Game Components Original Files Submitted 10 points
___ (1 pts) – Folder containing original components submitted.
___ (2 pts) – Text files submitted
___ (1 pts) – Map(s) submitted
___ (2 pts) – Sound effects, audio files submitted
___ (2 pts) – Artwork, Photographs, 2D graphics, 3D graphics submitted
___ (2 pts) – Video clips, flash animations, other animations submitted
Individual Performance Portion

Class Presentation 10 points
___ (10 pts ) – Participated during **game presentation** to class (subtracted from individual score if missed class)

Individual Team Member Learning Summary 10 points
___ (10 pts ) – **1 page summary** created by and submitted for each team member. Include details of your contribution to the final game. Include sentence review of each team member including you. (leaders, workers, slackers, MIAs). What did you learn from doing this project? Include technical skills and team skills.